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Calculator usage situation in classroom

1) Structure of education in Portugal;

2) “EDU Pyramid structure” - CASIO Activities;

3) Using the calculator in math's lessons;

4) Using the calculator in physics and chemistry lessons;

5) More physics activities;

6) MATH & PHYS Activities (Summary).



1) Structure of education in Portugal
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2) “EDU Pyramid structure” - CASIO Activities
Influence

The Ministry of Education gives instructions for using the calculator in exams and 
classrooms.

Teachers' associations are the contact 
in the Ministry of Education (proposals 
for changes in the curriculum).

Students buy / use  
calculators 
recommended by 
teachers.The students are 

the ones using 
the calculators. 

Influence

Influence can also be bottom-up. 
Everything is done with the aim of 
motivating and enthusing students 
and teachers. These groups 
influence the decisions of the 
Ministry of Education.
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2) “EDU Pyramid structure” - CASIO Activities

Exam rules
Mandatory
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2) “EDU Pyramid structure” - CASIO Activities
MoE support 
schools and 

teachers

Home lessons contents; Tutorial videos

Continue the tutorials
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2) “EDU Pyramid structure” - CASIO Activities
Partnership with Teachers Association / Presence in EDU Fairs

Casio+ Group (only 
math teachers at 
APM).

EDU Fairs

Support Teacher Association
Their own contest/activities.

Posters / 
Communications 
at events.
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2) “EDU Pyramid structure” - CASIO Activities
1) Trainnings (Phy = b-Lerning (after Covid) / 
Math = Online)
2) Book with the main laboratory activities of 
the Portuguese physics and chemistry 
curriculum (+200 pages)

Teachers & Schools support Local 
contest/activities
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2) “EDU Pyramid structure” - CASIO Activities

Student Workshops

Students Support / Offer calc

Students also teach 
teachers



MoE

Teachers Associations

Teachers

Students

Student Trainnings

2) “EDU Pyramid structure” - CASIO Activities

Students Support
Offer calc

1) Trainnings (Phy = Off/On / Math = Online)
2) Book with the main laboratory activities of the 
Portuguese physics and chemistry curriculum 
(+200 pages)

Teachers & Schools support
Local contest/activities

Partnership with Teachers Association | Presence in EDU Fairs

Support Teacher Association
Their own contest/activities

MoE support
Covid

Home lessons contents
Titurial videos

Influence



3) Using the calculator in math's lessons

For 3 years, pupils 
use the calculator 
in tests during 
lessons. At the end 
of the 3 years, they 
take the national 
exam. The 
questions with the 
calculator are never 
straightforward. 
The pupils have to 
think and solve. 



3) Using the calculator in math's lessons

This year (jun 23), 
the students who 
had TI, got the 
question wrong 
which was worth 4 
out of 20.



3) Using the calculator in math's lessons



Pupils have to think about the problem. The answer is never straightforward, the calculator helps with
graphingandgettinganswers,butifstudentsdon'tknowmath's,theywon'tsolvetheproblem.

3) Using the calculator in math's lessons



4) Using the calculator in physics and chemistry lessons

Teaching to think The figure shows the combustion of 
candle in an inverted glass. Why does the 
candle go out?



Used in problem solving and laboratory activities

Teamwork

Investigate

Reporting 

results

4) Using the calculator in physics and chemistry lessons



Curriculum - laboratory activities

4) Using the calculator in physics and chemistry lessons



Student testimonials

4) Using the calculator in physics and chemistry lessons



National examination

𝑼 = 𝟖, 𝟗𝟏 − 𝟒, 𝟐𝟖 × 𝑰

4) Using the calculator in physics and chemistry lessons



5) More physics activities

Parabolic flight



5) More physics activities
Parabolic flight



6) MATH & PHYS ACTIVITIES (school year Sep-Jul) 

Youtube 1.17K subscribers 

Facebook: 20K followers

Teachers data base: 6K +/- 128% vs LY

25 hours (Online or b-
Learning (sensors))

90 minutes in schools

3 hours, more for 
physics teachers 1 hour, online



Introducing ICT device and apps usage
situation in classroom

• DIGITALIZATION – THREAT ?!

• Use of ICT devices and applications in the classroom.



Our Govnerment received money from EU  to improve IT, 
so, to justify the investment the MoE loan a LapTop to all 

the students and teachers…

DIGITALIZATION – THREAT ?! (UPDATE JUN23)

Infrastructure Challenges MoE Focus/Orientations FOCUS STEM

Final Exams - IT tools are not allowed

During the 2 lockdowns when we have online lessons it 
was clear that PT it is not ready to support the 

digitalization because in several areas we don’t have 
internet coverage, including schools

Our schools and also our familys are not prepared (€) to 
have Digital tools to all the students.

MoE wants the equality among all students, so digitalization 
in schools are not planned.

FOCUS STEM
The Physics teachers Group are having more importance 
in the school community and work with sensors, CLabs’s 

will be more important in the future.

…as a consequence the intermediate knowledge 
assessment national exams (2nd+5th+8th grade)… were 

made via PC…  

…Physics continue to have more importance inside the 
schools. Casio PT Increased the sells of Lab Material. 

STATUS BTS22-23 (exams via PC): The feedback from the EDU community it is not positive (too fast, not available to all the students (economic reasons), bad IT/NET conditions in some 
areas/schools …) but … from the Political side the pressure is very high to accelarate this change process



In math classes.

Students have to use the graphing calculator.
Since the 10th grade, they have to use the
calculator in mathematics and in physics and
chemistry. Used for 3 years.
Teachers use machine software and other
software that is easy to use (eg Geogebra).
They also use the physical calculator in class
preparation, test correction, etc.

Use of ICT devices and applications in the classroom

In physics and chemistry classes.

Students must use the graphing calculator in
theoretical classes and in practical classes
(laboratory activities). It’s mandatory used in
laboratory activities.
Teachers use the GC software (Manager) and
ScreenReceiver to display, process and collect
data from the graphing calculator and
sensors. They also use the physical calculator
in class preparation, test correction, etc.
In physics, modeling can also be used (film
with an object falling, for example), but most
teachers still don't get used to it. They use
Traker, as it is easier to use.



Current educational trend by ministry
(intention of using ICT device etc.)

• Mathematics and physics curriculum

• BUSINESS RISKS

• Micro:bit

• Competitors Sensors – Wireless Sensors

• CMA with Wireless Sensors

• Unesco concerned about excessive use of smartphones 
in schools



Mathematics and physics curriculum

New math curriculum points to:

1) much on computational thinking using 
the Python programming language to 
implement it. Good computer software 
needed, to avoid using free python ones. 
More libraries
2) mathematical modeling where teachers 
are free to choose, the possible choices 
being: data imported from Excel to the 
calculator, images and videos, sensors. 
Objective: to treat real data.

Physics curriculum points:

1) The use of numerical and/or graphing 
capabilities of calculators should be a 
common practice in the classroom context, 
in the teaching and learning process.
Ministry of Education, 2022

The current CG50 model is in line with the Portuguese CV, it is a very 
successful machine, but it needs to be improved and many bugs 

fixed



DIGITALIZATION
FINAL EXAMS

COMPETITORS
HARDWARE/SOFTWARE

Urgent needs:
- Need to improve computer software for
teacher (math - Python).
- Better CG software needed.
- NW has free software for students (students
then have to buy the machine).
- We need to be prepared to move to online
(national exams).

BUSINESS RISKS !!!! 



• Connecting the calculator to the micro:bit

Connecting the BBC micro:bit with a Graphic Calculator.

Python graphing calculator creates a powerful new way for students to 
learn coding on the go and unlock a unique combination of technologies 
to explore core math and science concepts in groups, at home or in 
STEM camps — virtually anywhere.

Micro:bit

Until now, only TI is on 
the market with this 

possibility



Competitors Sensors –Wireless Sensors



CMA with WIRELESS SENSORS

Suggestion:
Contact CMA, make a 

partnership so that the 
new GC can have this 

technology



Unesco concerned about excessive use of smartphones in schools

https://news.un.org/pt/story/2023/07/1818137 

Will smartphones, tablets and 
computers have a future in the 
classroom?
Those who defend its use say that 
students have access to many more 
resources. Savings money with 
school textbooks that become 
digital.
Those who are not in favor say that 
it harms learning by spending a lot of 
time in front of a computer and 
greater distraction.

https://news.un.org/pt/story/2023/07/1818137


Ana Margarida Dias – Portugal School Coordinator
Jorge Teixeira - Physics and Chemistry Teacher
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